
Ticket In
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Please sign in for PLC 



Cognitively Complex Tasks
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Video Reflection: 
Stop and Jot

Why is it essential 
that we engage 
students in Problem 
Solving?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sygqZWBcuKk


Problem Solving
Student Designed Task



3rd-5th Ticket In 
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Please sign in for PLC 

This is the first year that we will have 1:1 for AzM2 & AIMS 
Science testing. YAY!

We would like to test our technology tomorrow at 8:05am

Can you please be the role of student by:

3rd: Log into AzM2 and play with sample test features

4th: View kindness videos on mrseatonclass.weebly.com

5th: Log into AzM2 and play with sample test features



3rd-5th Business 
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Please fill out Technology Headphones & Mice Form (if you 
have not already)
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Learning Target
Teachers will develop understanding of 
Cognitively Complex Tasks (CCT) by:
-review inventing CCT using PHES teacher examples
-examine and develop problem solving and 
student-designed cognitively complex tasks
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CCT: Inventing



Types of Cognitively Complex Tasks
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*Learning target

*Determine a goal

*Identify an obstacle

*Provide a prompt

*Predict (hypothesize) possible solutions for 

solving the problem/possible obstacles that must 

be overcome

*Test the hypothesis/prediction

*Examine the results

*Decide if the problem is solved

*Reflect on the process

Problem Solving

https://drive.google.com/open?id=19AXSEefj8duT0Ifz8itwlGvFp7kkB_kA
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CCT: Problem Solving 
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Task:
You are in charge of setting up a classroom 
with 20 places for people to sit. You can use 
any number of tables and any combination of 3 
kinds of tables. A hexagon-shaped table has 6 
places. A rhombus-shaped table has 4 places. 
A square-shaped table has 4 places. How 
would you set up your tables so that 20 people 
have a place to sit? Show how many people can 
sit at each of the tables and how you know 
there are places for 20 people. You may use 
pattern blocks. Pretend the paper is a 
miniature room. You need exactly 20 places.
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CCT: Problem Solving 



CCT: Problem Solving 
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Task:
Justin and Anna were camping with their family. They joined 
their dad at the camp water pump where he had partially 
filled 6 containers. The containers had no handles. As he 
filled each one he labeled the fractional amount to which 
each container was filled. The amounts are shown

Justin and Anna each had a container that was the same size as the 
ones their dad filled, but theirs had handles. Their task was to pour 
the water from the 6 containers into their 2 containers so they could 
easily carry the water back to camp. Which containers should Justin 
and Anna pour into each of their containers so they can transport the 
water in one trip? 



CCT: Problem Solving 
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Task:
Justin and Anna were camping with their family. They joined 
their dad at the camp water pump where he had partially 
filled 6 containers. The containers had no handles. As he 
filled each one he labeled the fractional amount to which 
each container was filled. The amounts are shown

Justin and Anna each had a container that was the same size as the 
ones their dad filled, but theirs had handles. Their task was to pour 
the water from the 6 containers into their 2 containers so they could 
easily carry the water back to camp. Which containers should Justin 
and Anna pour into each of their containers so they can transport the 
water in one trip? 

Helpful Hint: Look at Solutions

Students need to be able to 
test more than one solution to 
overcome in problem solving



Problem Solving  Resources
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*Identify Learning Target

*Provide Prompt/Hypothesize 

*Answer prompt

*Conduct the task

*Conclusion/Reflection

Student-Designed Task

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1LWbOl2h57IHuYcQgv1cDCYCKba2KdhkB


CCT: Student-Designed Task Examples
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https://read.bookcreator.com/kPjvECiaPQZk4nMfH00cbFztecu2/GxqCA1aOSSOEvntjaQ8Dcg
https://read.bookcreator.com/kPjvECiaPQZk4nMfH00cbFztecu2/GxqCA1aOSSOEvntjaQ8Dcg


Develop and Apply 
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Brainstorm ideas on how to incorporated
*Problem Solving CCT
*Student-Designed CCT



Ticket Out 
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*Why would you want to 
incorporate Problem Solving 
and/or Student-Designed 
Cognitively Complex Tasks 
within instruction? 
*Which technique applies to 
your classroom?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sygqZWBcuKk

